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    In today’s world energy consumption is increasing at an alarming rate with rapid developments 
in any society or places. From the industrial revolution energy production has made rapid devel-
opments by utilizing conventional sources like coal, petroleum, natural gas, nuclear energy etc in 
different equipments/power plants. However these conventional sources have drawbacks like not 
being able to replace after consumption with having limited stocks and millions of years to generate 
it. They emit high carbonaceous element after use and as a result not environment friendly. Also costs 
of conventional resources are high. Only benefits of using conventional sources are that they need less 
land requirements and maintenance costs compared to renewable/non conventional sources.

     On the other hand different renewable/non conventional sources are solar energy(energy derived 
from sun’s radiation falling on earth’s surface), wind power(energy generated using air’s velocity), 
tidal energy(energy generated by using different level of water during high and low tides), hydro-
power(energy generated by movement of water from higher to lower heights), ocean energy(energy 
generated by using waves and currents of sea water), bioenergy (energy derived from decomposition 
of organic materials, called biomass), geothermal energy(energy derived from below of earth’s sur-
face which got trapped during formation of earth and with radioactive decay) and lastly by OTEC(-
ocean thermal energy conversion)(energy derived by using temperature gradient between surface 
and deep ocean waters).

    The advantages of renewable sources are that they can be renewed in nature in short time with 
unlimited supply; less polluting to environment due to less carbon emissions; and low cost.

    At present share of renewable energy in India is 42.5% (as on February 2023) [1]. In the world’s 
perspective it is 29% of electricity generation from renewable (as on 2020) [2]. However it will need 
lot of good innovations for utilizing renewable sources upto maximum limits.
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